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ABSTRACT

the traffic patterns are known at design time and the interconnect
topology can be optimized for that specific application. In such
cases physical channels can be used when the NoC is designed to
split the traffic. Since the bandwidth requirements to the DRAM
controller are large, the ports of the DRAM can have wider data
paths than the rest o the cores. In this work we show how designing a separate network to DRAM is better, as it can account for the
funnel-shaped pattern communication pattern and reduce the number of data size converters.
The contributions are three fold as follows: It is unclear what
is the power and performance trade-off for splitting DRAM and
non DRAM traffic using dedicated physical channels in the NoC.
Therefore we first analyze this and also compare it to a solution
using end-to-end flow control. We present results for a realistic
multimedia and wireless communication SoC benchmark on application specific topologies. We use a cycle accurate NoC simulator
and DRAM controller simulator [17] to compare the performance
of the shared and split NoCs for the generated topologies. Second we show how the network to DRAM can be optimized due to
the funnel-shaped communication pattern when the cores and the
DRAM controller have different data bus sizes. Third we present
an architecture for data size converter, capable of transferring data
full bandwidth on the wider side.
Our experiments show several interesting results: i) As expected
split network and end-to-end flow control perform significantly better for non DRAM traffic (2.2× lower write latency and 1.7× lower
read latency); ii) Split network and end-to-end flow control have
similar power overhead; iii) All solutions perform similarly for
DRAM traffic; iv) Designing a separate network to DRAM can be
optimized in the presence of heterogeneous cores leading to power
saving of 23%.

Most communication traffic in today’s System on Chips (SoC) is
DRAM centric. The NoC should be designed to efficiently handle
the many-to-one communication pattern, funneling to and from the
DRAM controller. In this paper, we motivate the use of a separate
network for the DRAM traffic and justify the power overhead and
performance improvement obtained, when compared to traditional
solutions. We also show how the topology of this DRAM network
can be designed and optimized to account for the funnel-shaped
pattern. Our experiments on a realistic SoC multimedia benchmark
shows a large reduction in power consumption and improvement in
performance when compared to existing solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many of today’s Systems on Chips (SoCs) are DRAM centric as
the applications running on them have large data storage requirements. In such systems many cores access the external DRAM
memory through a single on-chip DRAM controller. Since there
are many cores that have high communication demands to a single DRAM controller, the controller can become the bottleneck
for the system performance. It can even affect the performance of
cores that do not communicate with it directly. Several works have
presented methods to improve the efficiency for accessing DRAM
through transaction scheduling and reordering [12]. However reordering transaction makes the latency for accessing DRAM unpredictable and highly dependent on the address traces generated by
the applications accessing it. The unpredictable nature of DRAM
access can lead to transitory bottlenecks at the DRAM controller
ports. If a Network-on-Chip (NoC) is used as the system interconnect, packets backlog at the DRAM ports would queue up in the
network and interfere with non DRAM traffic. It is highly undesirable for non DRAM traffic to be blocked by DRAM traffic as it can
take tens to hundreds of cycles to clear out the DRAM backlog.
To prevent DRAM traffic from blocking non DRAM traffic endto-end flow control can be used. However end-to-end flow control
requires the use of a specialized mechanism to notify the cores of
the state of the DRAM. For example a separate network or high
priority virtual channel [20] can be used. This not only increases
the design complexity, but also the buffering requirements needed
to drain the messages that are already in the network. Another solution is to separate the traffic going to DRAM (DRAM traffic) from
the traffic going between the other cores (non DRAM traffic) using virtual channels or physical channels. However for most SoC
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2.

RELATED WORK

NoC as a new interconnect paradigm and the benefits of NoCs
were presented in [1] and [2]. Many methods for designing application specific NoC topologies are available in literature [3]-[11].
In this work we analyze the impact the a shared DRAM controller
has on the traffic in the network. We use the method from [11] to
generate the topologies.
Several works have presented method to improve DRAM access
efficiency by scheduling and reordering transactions in the DRAM
controller [12]-[17]. In [13], [15] are presented optimizations for
multicore systems, and in [14] a predictable DRAM controller is
presented. Memory scheduling is important in increasing the efficiency of DRAM access, but it is orthogonal to the scope of this
paper. We use the simulator model from [17] in order to include
these memory access optimizations in our simulation framework.
In [18] the authors present a way to reorder DRAM transactions
54

Figure 1: Communication specifications to DRAM

Figure 3: NI injection queues: a) shared b) split and c) end-toend flow control
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Figure 4: Power consumption for shared and separated NoCs

while in the network and simplify the DRAM controller. However
this does not solve the problem of interference with the normal traffic in the NoC. To reduce the traffic to DRAM the authors propose
in [19] to have a processor base DRAM controller capable to process complex requests and return only the results. A credit based
flow control method is used in [20] to prevent the DRAM traffic
from waiting into the network and interfering with non DRAM traffic. In this work we propose the use of a separated DRAM network
to prevent non DRAM traffic to be blocked by DRAM traffic. In
[21] the authors propose to give higher priority to transactions waiting in the DRAM queue that have to be sent back to cores in areas
of the NoC which are less congested. However in custom topologies the response path is usually not congested. Memory centric
NoC architectures with real chip implementations are provided in
[22] and [23]. However in this systems there are several memories
which are on-chip and the communication between cores is done
through these memories.

most power efficient generated by the tool. The power models for
the NoC components are base on values provided by commercial
tools after place and route of the library components from [24] in
65nm technology. We analyze three designs. In the first design we
synthesized a topology where the traffic that goes to DRAM and the
non DRAM traffic can share channels. In the rest of the paper we
call this design as shared NoC. In the second case we synthetized
a topology where the DRAM traffic is physically separated from
the non DRAM traffic, which we call split NoC. In the third design
we use the same topology as in the case of the shared NoC, but
we apply end-to-end flow control on top, to prevent DRAM messages from queuing in the NoC when the DRAM is backlogged.
We use on/off flow control and the occupancy of the DRAM controller buffers determines when core can inject packets to DRAM.
This requires a specialized interconnect to give the off signal to the
cores.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We used a realistic benchmark for a multimedia and wireless
communication System-on-Chip. The benchmark has 28 cores,
among which an processor, a DSP both with L2 caches, a DMA,
two image accelerators, a display controller, 6 clusters of peripherals, five scratch pad memories, a flash memory controller and a
DRAM controller to connect to an external DRAM memory. The
communication graph to and from DRAM is shown in Figure 1.
The vertices represent the cores and the edges the communication
flows between the cores. The weights on the edges represent the required communication bandwidth for write/read in MB/s. The total

3.1

We use NoC switches and Network Interfaces (NIs) similar to
those from [24]. We use input buffering, on/off flow control and
source routing for the switches with no virtual channels. We consider a high performance DRAM controller capable of scheduling
and reordering transactions. We synthesized power efficient application specific topologies using the tool from [11]. All the topologies have 4 switches for the request network and 4 switches on
the response network. We chose these topologies as they were the
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Figure 5: Average latency for non DRAM flows
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Figure 8: Average latency split for read DRAM flows

desired bandwidth to the DRAM controller is of 2160 MB/s. For
reasons of space we only show the communication specifications
to the DRAM controller.

The actual bandwidth that is injected in the network accounts for
the packetization overhead that the NoC architecture creates. In
Figure 3 we present how the NIs are modeled. In case of the shared
NoC the DRAM and non DRAM packets can mix (Figure 3 a). In
the split NoC, two NIs are used to separate the packets (Figure 3 b).
For end-to-end flow control separate queues in the same NI are used
(Figure 3 c). More over based on the occupancy of the dram buffer
the queue holding the DRAM packets can be prevented from injecting. In our work we use a separate signal to notify the NIs when
they can inject based on the DRAM buffer occupancy. The target
traffic generators respond to the read requests immediately for the
flows that do not go to the DRAM controller. For the DRAM traffic the read and write requests are buffer in the DRAM controller
(however the DRAM controller buffer is finite), and the response is
sent back through the network once the DRAM controller services
the transaction.

3.2 Simulation infrastructure
To run experiments, we use a cycle accurate NoC simulator capable to simulate custom topologies. In the NoC simulator we
plugged-in DRAMsim2 [17], a cycle accurate DRAM simulator.
We configured DRAMsim2 with open row scheduling policy and
bank round robin. Transactions are interleaved in the banks based
on the least significant bits of the address. We connect the network
simulator to the DRAM simulator using a custom interface to provide support for multiple ports and to assemble the NoC messages
into DRAM transactions of fixed size, as showed in Figure 2. We
assume the DRAM to be a DDR2 device running at 333 MHz, and a
64 bit data bus from the DRAM controller to the external memory.
We use the timing parameters of the Micron DDR2 of 32MB with 4
banks and 4 bit interface, 4 word burst and -3E speed grade, that is
provided with the DRAMSim2 package. We design the NoC synchronous running at the DRAM controller frequency of 333 MHz.
The traffic generators have infinite injection queues. This is to
capture in the measured latency the effect of the core being delayed, when they are unable to inject due to congestion the network.
Traffic generators are connected to the initiator Network Interfaces
(NIs) and inject traffic according to the bandwidth specified in the
communication specification. The injected packets have a size of
32 byte of actual data for the write requests and read responses.

4.
4.1

SEPARATED NOC VS. SHARED NOC
Power analysis

The power consumption of the NoCs is estimated by the synthesis tool that uses the power models of the components from the
library in [24]. We show the breakdown of the power consumption in Figure 4. The split network has higher power as expected,
as more NI are needed for cores that have both DRAM and non
DRAM traffic. Also switches are larger to connect the extra NIs.
Interestingly the overhead of the switch to switch connectivity is
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In case of the reads the latency is measured from the time the read
request is generate until the head flit of the response packet reaches
the requester. From the plot, we can see that the shared design
has 2.2× larger write latency and a 1.7× larger read latency compared to the split or end-to-end flow control case. The increase
in latency is due to the contention of the non DRAM flows with
the DRAM flows when the DRAM backlogged. The traffic to the
DRAM is from many initiators to one destination on the request
network, and from one source to many destinations on the response
network. Therefore the DRAM controller which becomes the bottleneck only creates congestion in the request network. This is the
reason why the difference between the write latency is larger than
that between the read latencies of the shared and split designs. The
latency for the split NoC and end-to-end flow control are the same.
In the case of the maximum latency observed for the non DRAM
flows we can see a very big difference between the shared and
split network as shown in Figure 6. For applications where the
non DRAM flows have real time constraint ensuring that the worst
case latency is small is very important for the performance of the
system. From the plot we can see that in the case of the shared
NoC the DRAM traffic can greatly affect the latency of some packets. In between the split topology and the end-to-end flow control
the results are quite similar, split being marginally better.
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Figure 10: Average latency for non DRAM flows in shared NoC

not significant. For our benchmark the power overhead is 18%.
The end-to-end flow control design also has similar power overhead as split. The NIs of cores that have both DRAM and non
DRAM traffic need separated packet queues. When the occupancy
of the DRAM controller buffer reaches a threshold, the off signal
is send to the injector NIs, As it takes several cycles to reach all
the injectors there can be several inflight packets going to DRAM.
Therefore the buffer on the DRAM side has to be large enough to
buffer these inflight DRAM packets. We use simulation data to determine the required size of the buffer. As buffering requirements
in the DRAM controller are similar to those found in the network
to DRAM in the split NoC, the power overhead is also similar. The
area of the split NoC is 30% larger as compared to the area of the
shared topology. Most of the increase in area comes from the extra
NIs that have to be added.

4.3

Performance analysis for DRAM flows

For the DRAM flows, surprisingly the three solutions perform
similarly as the DRAM controller is the bottleneck. In Figure 7
we show a breakup of the average write latency of the dram flows.
We show how much time the packets spend in the injection buffer
of the NI, how long it takes to traverse the request network, how
much time the transactions spend in the DRAM buffer (to be serviced by the DRAM controller before they can be sent back) and
the total. Similarly in Figure 8 we present the breakup of the average read latency, where in addition the write we show the time it
takes to also traverse the response network. From the experiments
we notice that the DRAM controller is the bottleneck, so most time
is spent to reach the DRAM controller and for the transaction to
be serviced. The latency on the response network is small, as the
response network is from one to many and there is no congestion.
The end-to-end flow control solution performs slightly better that
the split and shared, because it requires a larger DRAM buffer so
in turn the DRAM controller itself performs better when services

4.2 Performance analysis for non DRAM flows
In Figure 5 we show the average latency that the non DRAM
flows have for the thee designs: shared, split and end-to-end flow
control. We present both the write and the read latency. The benchmark uses posted writes so no acknowledgement is sent back. The
write latency is measured from the time that the write request is
generated until the head flit of the packet reaches the destination.
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Figure 12: Original topology

Figure 13: Optimized topology

the transactions. In Figure 9 we also show the maximum latency of
the DRAM flows, for both write and read.

4.4 Observations
From the experiments presented before, we can conclude the
following: i) the shared network preforms poorly for non DRAM
flows compared to split and end-to-end flow control; ii) all designs
have comparable performance for the DRAM flows; iii) the split
and end-to-end flow control designs have similar power overhead.
Our experiments show that a split network can be an efficient solution as it can be implemented using existing NoC components, as
opposed to end-to-end flow control that would require specialized
hardware.

Figure 14: Data size converter architecture

4.5 DRAM buffer size impact on non DRAM
flows

memory, two ports are needed to support the peak bandwidth of
the DRAM controller. Therefore there is a larger difference in the
latency between one and two ports. When more ports are added the
reduction in latency is less significant. Multiple ports are costly as
the buffer is implemented as a multiported memory. Therefore an
alternative is to increase the data size of the port. In the next section
we show how the network to DRAM can be optimized when the
cores and the DRAM controller have different data sizes.

We ran experiments with different buffer sizes on the DRAM
controller. From the experiments we make the following observations. First having a large buffer does not make a significant difference on the latency of the DRAM flows. This is because packets
are waiting in the DRAM buffer instead of the injection queue or
the request NoC. Second in for the shared NoC we noticed that
with large buffering it can achieve similar performance as the split
network. In Figure 10, we show the average latency of the non
DRAM flows for different sizes of the DRAM buffer and in Figure
11, the maximum latency. However with the extra buffering the
shared design would consume similar or more power than the split
NoC.

5.

NETWORK OPTIMIZATION FOR HETEROGENEOUS CORES

In many SoCs, the cores are heterogeneous and they have different data sizes. Also the port of the DRAM controller could be
wider than that of the cores. If the network is designed with a single flit size, it needs to be at the size of the widest, core usually
the DRAM controller. In Figure 12, we show one topology with
uniform flit size for our benchmark. The cores and the switches are
annotated with the data size. Some cores are 32 bit, some are 64
bit and the DRAM controller uses 128 bit wide data. In this case,
the size conversion is done in the NI that connects the core to the
switch. However, since the conversion is done from narrow to wide,

4.6 Port count
For the previous experiments we used three ports for the DRAM
controller. However having different number of ports can influence
the bandwidth that is transferred to the DRAM buffer. To see the
impact, we ran experiments for different number of ports. In Table
1 we show how the latency is influenced by the number of ports for
the split network. Because the DRAM memory is double data rate
and the port data size is the same as the size of the bus to the DRAM
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fic leads to much lower latency for the non DRAM flows. We also
showed that the power overhead of physically splitting the DRAM
and non DRAM traffic is similar to other solutions like end-toend flow control, which makes for the use of a split network to
the DRAM controller an efficient solution. In the presence of heterogeneous cores that have different data sizes we show how the
DRAM network can be optimized to reduce the number of data
size converter. We also propose a new architecture for the data size
converter so that it can transfer data at full bandwidth. The optimized network leads to power savings of 23%. As future work we
want to develop a tool for automatic synthesis for DRAM networks
in heterogeneous SoCs.

Read latency (cycles)
Average Maximum
83
579
67.6
448
67.3
423
61
340

Table 1: Average and maximum read latency from DRAM for
different number of ports
to inject at full bandwidth the whole packet needs to be buffered in
the NI before it can be sent out. In this case the size converters are
at the endpoints. This requires a large number of converters and
leads to wider switches. To reduce the number of converters they
need to be moved after the switches. In the next section we show
a converter architecture that could be placed after the switches and
be able to work at full bandwidth.
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5.1 Proposed size converter architecture
In order to be able to push at full bandwidth on wide link from a
switch with narrow data width we propose a new converter design
as showed in Figure 14 for 64 bit to 128 bit conversion. Two links
from the switch feed the size converter, and the packets from each
link are buffered separately. This enables the converter to buffer
a packet from one input link while sending data to the output link
from the other buffer. The arbitration between the two input channel is done at packet level in order to prevent flits from different
packets to be interleaved, in a round robin fashion. By buffering
packets from two input links the converter can push data out on the
wider output link at full bandwidth under high traffic load. Similarly the converter between a 32 bit switch and the DRAM can
be build, only that in this case the converter would need to buffer
packets from four input links in order to be able to send data at
full bandwidth to the DRAM controller. The communication flows
going to the same port of the DRAM controller could be statically
assigned to use one of the input links of the converter. An alternative would be to modify the allocator of the switch to send the
packet of any of the flows onto one of the links going to the same
converter, but where the buffer is free.
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5.2 Optimized NoC
To reduce the number of required packet buffers and size converters we show in Figure 13 an example of how the topology could
be designed differently. In the new case cores are clustered and
connected to switches based on their data bus size. Therefore the
switches can have a flit size closer to that of the cores. This removes
the need for size conversion between the core and the switch. Also
switches can have different sizes. Existing solutions do not consider the flow data conversion efficiency.
In the case of our new topology only 8 packet buffers are needed,
two in each 64 bit to 128 bit converters and four in the 32 bit to 128
bit converter. The size converter between the 64 bit switch and the
32 bit switch is a wide to narrow converter, that in out benchmark
is only used by one flow, so it does not need to buffer the packet.
In this new design we reduce the number of packet buffers by 42%
which leads to an overall NoC power reduction of 23%.

6. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented the power and performance tradeoffs for the NoC design in the presence of a bottleneck core like
the DRAM controller. We analyzed three designs and showed that
physically separating the DRAM traffic from the non DRAM traf-
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